News and Events

Dec 2013

Around 10 MCA students have received internship offer from Polaris. They would be paid Rs. 12000 during the period of internship.

Prof. Subash babu K, HOD MCA, delivered a lecture on “Computer Organization and Architecture” in the two day (13th and 14th Dec 2013) workshop organized by the CSE dept., SSN College of Engineering.

Ms. Subashini A, Assistant Professor, MCA dept., participated in the workshop on “BIG Data” organized by the Computer Society of India on 12th Dec 2013.

Mr. Jeyakarthykeyan C, AP MCA dept., participated in four day(17th Dec 2013 – 20th Dec 2013) workshop entitled “Business Intelligence with IBM-Cognos” at the SSN School of Advanced Career Education.

Nov 2013


Mr. Nagarajan K K, Assistant Professor, MCA dept., participated in workshop on “Electromagnetics” from 11th Nov 2013 to 13th Nov 2013 organized by IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society, Madras chapter in association with the department of ECE, SSN College of Engineering.

Prof. Subash babu K and Dr. Maruthi R, Associate professor, MCA dept., published their paper titled “Lifecycle for Game development to ensure enhanced productivity” in the International Journal of Innovative Research in Computer and Communication Engineering Vol.1, Issue 8, October 2013 ISSN(Print)- 2320-9801.


Prof. Subashbabu, HOD MCA, was appointed the Examiner for projects for Total Quality Management at SRM University.

Project titled "Ergonomics through Image Processing” was sanctioned for internal funding worth Rs.0.6 lakhs. Mr. K K Nagarajan AP MCA dept is the co investigator.

The team of 4 III MCA students, Paul Anand, Avinash M, Saravanakumar S and Ayyapan S, was selected for onsite round in the event “Onsite Regional 2013” organized by ACM ICPC Asia Amritapuri.

Oct 2013

Dhivya D, 2010-13 batch passed out student secured 49th rank in the university.

Ms. Manimegalai T, Assistant Professor, MCA dept., rendered a guest lecture on “Algorithm Analysis” at Vellammal Engineering College, Chennai.

Ms. Manimegalai T, Assistant Professor delivered the keynote address on “Mobile Adhoc Networks” at the International Conference on Computational Mathematics(ICCM 13), Loyola College, Chennai.

Ms. Geeta Santhosh, Associate Professor and Ms. Subashini A, Assistant Professor participated in a workshop on “Cloud Setup and Software Solutions” organized by the Department of Computer Science, Anna University, Chennai.
Dr. Jayakumari C, Associate Professor was the member of the doctoral committee at SRM University on 26th Oct 2013.

A research proposal to AICTE entitled "Automatic Segmentation and Classification of Drusens in Age-Related Macular Degeneration (AMD)" was submitted by MCA dept. The Principal Investigator is Dr. C. Jayakumari and Co Investigator is Mr. C Jeyakartheikeyan.

IJCA has published MCA Dept. National Conference proceedings in the URL http://www.ijcaonline.org/proceedings/nertca

In the continuing series of talks organized by the IIT Alumni Club’s initiative PALS 2013, a talk was organized at Prathyusha Institute of Tech and Mgmt (PITAM). Three of the MCA dept. students participated in the programme on 4th Oct 2013.

Sathish E, I MCA and Ranjithkumar II MCA won the I Prize in Web Designing contest at I-Quest 13, Easwari Engineering College, Chennai.


Gopikrishnan V & S Anirudh, I MCA won the I prize in Collage at at I-Quest 13, Easwari Engineering College, Chennai.

Umashankar V and Vengatraman M, II MCA won the I prize and Saranya A and Femila S, II MCA won the II prize in the debugging event at at I-Quest 13, Easwari Engineering College, Chennai.

Sathyanarayanan T C and Gayathri, II MCA won the I prize in Quiz competition held at The Meenakshi Engineering College, Chennai.

Jonathan S and Vignesh S of II MCA won the II prize in the Gaming event conducted at The Meenakshi Engineering College.

The II MCA student team Vinothini G, Jonathan S, Silambarasan A, Kousik K, and Bakthagowri, N won the II prize in the Adzap Event conducted at Abdur Rahman University.